At PESI Publishing & Media (PPM), we actively seek manuscripts from experienced and first-time authors in the behavioral health and rehabilitation fields.

Share your practical, real world, clinical knowledge by developing a book, treatment workbook, or card deck.

Potential readers include:
- Counselors
- Therapists
- Psychologists
- Occupational Therapists
- Speech and Language Pathologists
- Teachers
- Parents
- Social Workers

Please visit our website go.pesi.com/Authors to read our book proposal guidelines.

“Publishing with PESI has been a wonderful experience! I can’t imagine a more professional or supportive team, and they have made a potentially daunting process seem smooth and enjoyable.”
- Jonah Paquette, PsyD, author of Real Happiness

“Once my book was a reality, PESI effectively marketed it at workshops, conferences, and with on-line retailers and that translated into money in my pocket. I absolutely recommend PESI to other authors.”
- Teresa Garland, MOT, OTR/L, author of Self-Regulation Interventions and Strategies

“PESI was very encouraging and supportive. Their editing and illustrations staff were great, and gave me the care I needed every step of the process.”
- Barbara Neiman, OTR, author of Mindfulness & Yoga Skills for Children and Adolescents

Reach out to the Publishing Team!
Publisher: Linda Jackson • ljackson@pesi.com • 715-855-8133
Acquisitions Editor: Karsyn Morse • kmorse@pesi.com • 715-855-8156
Publishing Associate: Hillary Jenness • hjenness@pesi.com • 715-855-6374

www.pesipublishing.com • Twitter @PESIpubs
PESI Publishing & Media
Since 1979, PESI Publishing & Media (PPM) has been the resource for the most clinically relevant, practical, evidence-based books and educational products for mental health, and rehabilitation professionals. Written by clinicians, therapists and healthcare professionals, our books provide clear and effective real-world solutions for your clinical challenges.

You have the clinical knowledge. We have the marketing power and expertise. Together, we can create and sell a book that will reach thousands of behavioral health and rehabilitation professionals.

Marketing Power Stats
- We direct mail over 40 million brochures each year to our customers, your book would be featured on multiple seminar and product brochures, reaching thousands of potential buyers.
- We have over 500,000 active buyers on our e-mail list and your book will be featured on promotional blasts and online book sales.
- PESI.com and PESIPublishing.com combined have over 100,000 unique customers every month who are shopping our online book and product store.
- We have a growing social media presence, utilizing the marketing power of Facebook, Twitter, and our PESI blog.
- Several of our bestselling books have consistently high rankings on Amazon.com, a figure often driven by PESI's marketing efforts, and an industry measure of book sales and success.

- PESI is an award-winning publisher!
  Our books have won multiple Benjamin Franklin Awards sponsored by the prestigious Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA).

Together, we produced three highly effective and best-selling books. The process was seamless and collaborative, whether sharing ideas about marketing or discussing cover design. Whether this is your first book or your tenth, I highly recommend them to any prospective author!*

-Donald Altman, MA, LPC, author of 16 books, including The Mindfulness Toolbox and 101 Mindful Ways to Build Resilience

What’s In It For You?
- PESI Publishing can offer you what other publishers can’t. PESI is the largest behavioral health and rehabilitation continuing education company in the United States, and many of our authors are regular seminar trainers. Speaking for us gives you a national platform to build your name, business and sell more books.
- We sell many of our books at national or state conferences for behavioral health and rehabilitation professionals, including Psychotherapy Networker Symposium, American Psychological Association, American Occupational Therapy Association, American Counseling Association and many more!
- With our robust direct mail and e-mail lists, we can sell directly to interested buyers, no middleman needed. This means you will earn more royalties on sales.
- We have strong world wide distribution relationships with resellers Amazon, Ingram, and Baker and Taylor, giving your book additional exposure with online book stores, libraries, brick and mortar stores and universities. Our books are also available in ebook format.
- We want to sell your book for as long as possible. Why? We believe our books have valuable information that can be utilized by readers for years to come because they are based on experience, research and best practices.
- We are your partner in this entire process. You will have multiple opportunities to edit and improve your book throughout the book production process. We want to hear your vision, get your feedback on layout and cover design, and support your marketing opportunities. This is a team effort and our publishing and sales team is here to make your book a success.

Professional & Self Help Psychology Books
Our professional books are targeted to a wide variety of helping professionals seeking straightforward, practical and user-friendly information. In addition, our self-help psychology books will inspire and motivate any reader with strategies and counseling to help them achieve a happier, healthier life.

Therapeutic Card Decks
Designed to teach and increase proficiencies, workbooks and manuals include straightforward explanations and effective, easy-to-use exercises, activities, checklists and practice guides to make the skills accessible to clients. Reproducible worksheets, handouts or assessments are a key component and are made available for download for customer use.

Treatment Workbooks & Manuals
Our professional books are targeted to a wide variety of helping professionals seeking straightforward, practical and user-friendly information. In addition, our self-help psychology books will inspire and motivate any reader with strategies and counseling to help them achieve a happier, healthier life.

In it for you?
- PESI Publishing is extremely skillful at defining their target market and publishing books that contain state of the art knowledge in an easy-to-use format. They are exceptionally successful at marketing, as proven by the fact that all three of my books have been bestsellers on Amazon with two of them reaching #1 rankings – one before it was even released!*
-Debra Burdick, LCSW, BCN, author of books: ADHD: Non-medication Treatments and Skills for Clinicians and Clients, Mindfulness Skills Workbook for Clinicians and Clients

*"I’ve loved working with the whole PESI publishing team over the years. They’re smart, professional, and extremely responsive in terms of providing a quality experience for author and reader alike."
-Tina Payne Bryson, PhD co-author with Daniel J. Siegel of the Whole-Brain Child Workbook and No-Drama Discipline Workbook

"PESI Publishing is extremely skillful at defining their target market and publishing books that contain state of the art knowledge in an easy-to-use format. They are exceptionally successful at marketing, as proven by the fact that all three of my books have been bestsellers on Amazon with two of them reaching #1 rankings – one before it was even released!"